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 The Federal Open Market Committee (FOMC) left the target range for the federal funds rate unchanged at 

1/4 to 1/2 percent as universally expected.  
 

 The Committee views the labor market conditions as having improved despite the fact that economic 
activity "appears to have slowed," with consumption moderating while business investment and exports 
softened. Housing was, on the other hand, seen as supportive to growth in recent months. 

 

 Importantly, the Fed appeared optimistic as far as the economic outlook was concerned, highlighting a 
solid rise in real household incomes and elevated levels of consumer sentiment.  

 

 Inflation was seen as remaining below the Fed's target on past energy moves and declines in non-energy 
import prices, with little change to inflation expectations from the March round.  

 

 The Committee removed the mention of a key downside risk stemming from "global economic and financial 
developments," instead opting to monitor them closely. 
 

 Esther George was once again the lone dissenter preferring to raise the target range for the federal funds 
rate to 0.50 to 0.75 percent – a stance she also held in the March meeting round. 

 
Key Implications 
 

 Today's statement read largely as expected. Much of the weakness in economic activity that manifested 
in recent data appears to have been downplayed by in the statement and is in any case largely in the rear 
view as far as the Committee is concerned. Importantly, the Fed appeared quite optimistic with respect to 
the economic outlook, highlighting the increasingly healthy fundamentals across the consumer segment.  

 

 The Fed's take on inflation developments was little changed from the March round, with the Committee 
appearing to be in wait-and-see. At this point, the FOMC will be looking closely for the turning point when 
the transitory factors of past moves begin to dissipate – something that we expect will take place over the 
coming months. 

 

 Notably, the Committee appears to be viewing the risks as more balanced than at the time of the March 
meeting, having removed the mention that "global economic and financial developments continue to pose 

risks." This is an important omission that potentially opens the door for a rate hike during the summer. Having 
said that, the onus remains on the data to support any tightening move, with risks related to Brexit as well as 
other global developments likely hanging over any future decision. 
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